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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
Since 2007 Brandoni Solare has produced last generation PV modules in its 5000 m² new manufacturing plant, settled in Castelfidardo. The highly
automated production line can manufacture multi-crystalline PV modules up to 20 MW per year. Brandoni Solare is the first Italian company that
produces glass to glass module instead the traditional back polymeric material. This type of module let the sun light to go through the panel. The space
between one cell and another can be from few millimeters to 5 centimeters, according to the installation. This module has been studied to fulfill
different needs as: greenhouse, penthouse, skyscrapers, bus shelter, parking and in all the structures where light should filter. The quality is due to a
very careful selection of the highest quality raw material and guarantees a very long duration. In fact the module ensure a power performance of more
than 90% of nominal power for 10 years and of more than 80% for 25 years. The company target is to reach the 50 million in 2009 and 90 in 2010.
Ambitious are also the occupational targets: passing from 10 to 70 employees. HISTORY OF BRANDONI GROUP Brandoni S.r.l., is an Italian firm,
established in 1989 in Castelfidardo, Marche and in a short time, specializes in the manufacture of steel radiators and “towelrails” for home furnishing.
In few year, the firm awarded a big slice of radiator market, thanks to the creation of the “towelrail” radiator. Facing the difficult problem about the steel
radiator’s welding, he cleverly solved it by introducing as the first firm in the world the “welding tunnel in controlled atmosphere”, a particular machine
conceived within the framework. This machine enable to carry out a totally rollaway welding, so as to establish a high class and real refined product.
Brandoni is an organization with a significant entrepreneurial spirit, high-potential development and with advanced technical skills: through this
important partnership, is going to be the number one in the solar energy field, especially in the production of photovoltaic modules in polycrystalline
silicon. The capacity to renew itself and to face the challenge of everyday life, let the president Cav. Luciano Brandoni to create a new company part of
the group, dedicated to renewable energy.
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